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摘   要 























































    Environmental protection is developed along with the continual environmental 
problems, which has continuity and evolution. In order to prevent and solve the 
environmental problems, lots of scholars studied at this topic hardly, but till now there 
is still no perfect solution which was found out. Even no mention there would be a 
solution which could be used all over the world. Environmental taxation which has 
been paid much attention on is one of the ways to solve the environmental problems 
currently, since the famous theory of Environmental External Diseconomies was put 
forwarded by Arthur Cecil Pigou at 1920s, the study on environmental taxation is 
continual advanced, and the traditional solutions which are based on command and 
control are face the challenge now. 
  This paper analyses the battle of charges and taxation from Chinese 
environmental problems treatment. From Chinese realities, ways of thinking and 
institutional structures, this paper will analyze how to rationalize Chinese 
environmental taxation and charges system; it put forwards a practical program of 
environmental taxation and charges, and makes clear the relationship between 
environmental taxation and charges. This paper argues that environmental taxation 
can be used for source controlling, and the environmental charges can be used to do 
the end of pipe. 
The first part of this paper elaborates the legal principle of environmental 
taxation and charges, and explains the meaning and differences between 
environmental taxation and charges, analyze the basis of economic theory and legal 
theory of environmental taxation and charges. In general, environmental taxation and 
charges can not be judged into good or bad, but it can only be judged by that if it can 
meet the reality, achieve the desired requirement and aims of the public. 
The second part, it introduces the foreign environmental taxation and charges 
legal systems. Based on the detailed analysis on the implementation and effects of 
foreign environmental taxation and charges, it draws on their experience. 
The third part of this paper advanced the analysis and comprehensive proposal 
on Chinese current system of environmental taxation and charges, including the 















forward the proposal of perfecting our nation’s environmental taxation and charges 
legal system, the main solution is to perfect the environmental-related taxation system, 
to introduce the new taxation conditionally, such as garbage tax and carbon tax, to 
improve the existing effluent charge regulation, and to carry on the tax reform 
conditionally. 
   The innovations of this paper are that:  
First, it analyzes and compares the cost-effective of the existing effluent charge 
regulation between the pollution controlling and non-controlling, and clear the 
misunderstanding of the collection discharge dues, and explain the crux of effluent 
charge regulation with factual data.  
Second, it put forward the environmental taxation and charges legal system of 
paralleling and collaborating the taxation and charges, that is, use the taxation for 
source control, and use the collection discharge dues to improve the end of pipe. 
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① 2008 年环境质量公布[EB/OL]. www.zhb.gov.cn/plan/zkgb/2008zkgb/:2009-09-05. 
























































第一节   环境税和费的概念 
一、国外的环境税费概念和理论 
时至今日，世界各国之间对于环境税的概念并未形成统一的认识，在国外尤




















                                                        
① 经济合作与发展组织.税收与环境:互补性政策[M].张山岭,刘亚明译,北京:中国环境科学出版社,1996.26. 
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